Biogians Meeting 3/24/2020

Laura not feeling well, so Anita facilitating

Opening question: 
?
Elizabeth: Important to be caring for the land and reliable food source, keep hearts centered and grounded. Chance to work together on something. 
Helen: 2nd Eliz. Attention to detail. Gain from modifying what we do is very large.
Patricia: Sorry to be so far away. Grateful to those that are hear.
Sylvan: Thinking about oil crops, 
Paul: post consumer economy
Joey: Hope this doesn’t pass by us. Pain leading to some shifts. How do we invite people into this? Ability to connect in garden or forest is so beautiful. Why would we not do that?
Brent:  Looking forward to seeing what happens. Garden is interesting place to be. Happy to be there this year.
Anita: Reinvigorated. All going through an initiating on triple speed. Garden shifting into a place that will produce a lot of our produce. Community will rely on it for nourishment.

COVID-19 Precautions:
Wash and sanitize your gloves
Sanitize heavy use area of garden. Tools, gate latches
Joey: Katie Vincent precautions at Bastyr. Bleach solutions break down in 1 to 2 days.
Helen: Cavicide (sp) being used at Bastyr. Always use gloves. Wash them daily. Disinfect tools before putting away. Max green house occupancy of 11. Social distancing at all times. Anita and Elizabeth will review and use for guidelines for Songaia. 
Sylvan: HOCL is same thing as sold in feed stores. Should be looked into for tool and surface disinfection.
Eliz: Cavicide uses in medical facilities. Anita and Elizabeth will research further.

Food Forest: 
Actually Mary that could best speak to this. 
Patricia: Done some transplanting and pruning. Still in early season lull. Not currently calling for help at this time.  Mary and Lucas worked on it this weekend. Lots of rodent holes there. 
Helen: Clover cover crop did not take hold enough to be effective. Might have to use weed wacking landscapers to come trim when growth gets heavy. 
Sylvan: Consider tree truck protection.
Helen: They were artist with their line trimmers last year.

2020 Intern Program: (And Volunteers) 
Piglets talked about not having interns come starting 4/15. Probably have to delay the start of intgerns. How do we focus in the people we have here. 
Volunteers: Lucas, Kurt. How do we navigate staying safe and compliant. 
Elizabeth: Bastyr ended all volunteers on campus this week. Katie thinks Songaia is a community garden and could be considered as an essential food production need. 
Sylvan: agricultural activities are permitted to continue. 
Helen: Volunteers who are already familiar and plugged into the way things work could safely come volunteer here. 
Patricia: Lots of difference between multiple volunteers and special cases like Lucas. 
Anita: Miguel was planning on coming in April. Probably best to defer arrival. Excited about the curriculum this year. This gives me more time to develop it. 
Helen: The gentleman that was planning on coming in July might be willing to come as a volunteer rather than an intern with educational needs. 

Greenhouse:
Eliz: full of plants. Many ready to transplant. Will figure out a schedule people on staggered rotation so only a few in the greenhouse at a time. Brian has some fruit trees he is tending. Greenhouse will be really full soon. It’s my happy place!

Garden Update:
Anita: It is looking really good out there. Winter preparations are paying off. NE quadrant going well. Will be sharing times when people will be in the garden. Anita: mid mornings, Elizabeth, mid day. Joey: maybe early evening. So people can check in with them if volunteering to help in garden.
Elizabeth: take burlap off one bed at a time, putting lime and compos: t tea on it.  Rodents: putting peanut butter balls down holes. Many holes in garden. 
Sylvan: Been working large beds in her back yard while still in quarantine. Anything that could go in there? 
Joey: what kind of lime? Eliz: quick release made for gardens. Have we done a soil test? 
Eliz: Yes, we had a soil test last year. Can share later. 
Anita: Sylvan, I have always enjoyed your experiments with melons. Sylvan: is there space in the greenhouse? Eliz: yes there is more room. But focused on early crops for next couple of weeks. Sylvan will get starts going and they can be transferred to greenhouse in couple of weeks. Patricia: there are lots of peat pots. If bottom is cut off they work great. Eliz: we also have soil blockers. Helen: Had trouble getting the soil mix right, either fell apart or dried out and got too hard. Eliz: its the right recipe, have it in a book somewhere. 

Mushrooms:
Sylvan: Still on quarantine so haven’t touched anything. Cannot move logs by myself. Need help. Mesh thing needs to go away. Nartano wants to use the wire from the old mushroom contraption. Sylvan: Susie blocked mushroom approval and one of them was making that thing go away. Brent and Paul will dismantle. If Sylvan points out which logs and where they go Brent and Paul can move those also. Patricia: Susie also wanted a team. We need to go back and find who was on that team. Elizabeth can add her wisdom. Anita and Paul happy to show up for tasks but not lead. 

Water Retention System: 
Was going to be Laura. Helen: probably has to do with detention pond and blackberries. Paul will ask Aditi if she can check in with Laura for blackberry mowing.

Forest Restoration Project: Students are in limbo. Working remotely. Lot of starts got ordered and will need a way to get planted. Chips got delivered , but got dumped in Journeys driveway. Will need help moving chips. Helen: Proposing money designated for Anita to manage FRP still proceed even if students can’t move forward. Unanimous approval for this by all present. 

Honeybees: Brent: Talked to Brian about money for two packages of honeybees. Brian said no problem. Honeybees are an April start. Mason Bees are July start. Have houses and nesting blocks for mason bees. Honey bees will be on sugar water to begin. 
Patricia: Which budget was Brian approving? Helen: If Biogian budget we need to look out of what line does this come. Brent: We have until 4/15 to decide. Paul: How many $: Brent: Last time  it was $110 per package. He is figuring $240 this time for two packages. Helen: Need to figure out what other expenses will be needed, housing, sugar, etc. In the past Brent has paid out of pocket. Would like to try the reeds. Will pick up mason bee cocoons and reeds to see how effective they are. We have 20 weather homes. Reeds are the same as nesting blocks but more popular with mason bees. Brent will harvest cocoons for past 10 years for Crown Bees. They provide nesting blocks and mason bees. Joey: would be interested in making blocks with drill press. Patricia: There is a new pest, Houdini flies, that cannibalizes mason bees cocoons. So they need  cleaning and care. Joey wants to look into how to modify blocks. Patricia will to put some personal money into this.  Eliz: supports honeybees for their support of our ecosystem if they will be taken care of. Helen: plant lots of facilia. Anita would put some personal money towards honey bees as well. Would look forward to getting some honey. 

Newspaper rolls: Brent: Seattle times ended printing at Bothell facility. Brent is checking on other sources. 

Horse Manure: Brent: we need to pick up ourselves. Does anyone have access to heavy duty truck with dump bed?

Mary Report: Spray: We bought a great new sprayer but Mary know little about spraying.
Netting: Would be needed in May. $189 for roll of netting. This would likely last more than one year. Anita and Helen can look at budget if done before next treatment next week. Has no idea how many trees that will cover. Eliz: tricky to get them over tall trees. Maybe we could start with a few small trees. Sylvan has some training with netting. With poles we could do this project with social distancing. Mary does not know what money was in budget for orchard care. 
Dormant oils. Had good success with spraying at popcorn stage so may be too late for some of the trees already. Need to check if existing dormant oils in barn is still good. Plant amnesty is on shutdown so no update there. Individual stockings: very labor intensive.

What went well:
Getting used to Zoom
Not talking over each other
...

Next Meeting: April 28th. 
Ask Laura if she is willing to facilitate. Joey as back-up. 
Scribe: Joey (if not facilitating)



                                            

